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Size Order Code Price/1
SOL-732 TB

500ml -0100K 622.00

Rapid Dry 
Cleaner Spray
SC1-500B 
Solent rapid dry solvent cleaner is
supplied in a large 500ml
aerosol. The product is 
formulated to quickly penetrate
grease, oil and general soiling
from metal/
electrical
components
and precision
parts. The
formulation
rapidly
evaporates
leaving a
clean, dry
surface. 
Safe on most
plastic
components.
Will soften
some lacquers.
If in doubt
about
suitability test
on a scrap
component or
a small area
before general
application.

Size Order Code Price/1
SOL-732 TB

500ml -9640K 670.00

Size Order Code Price/1
SOL-732 TB

500ml -9660K 670.00

Metal Parts Cleaner -
Citrus Based 
SC3-500B
Citrus based cleaners are an
effective alternative to pure
solvent products. Deep
penetrating action rapidly
removes oils, grease, and
general soiling. 

Brake & 
Clutch Cleaner

BC90 
A fast evaporating effective
cleaner for brake components.
Effective formulation for
suppressing dust and debris.
Kind to skin.

Heavy Duty 
System Cleaner 

Grade SC-SYSTEM
For use in cleaning water-based operating fluids and coolants from
central systems or individual machines. Free of secondary
alkanolamines, heavy metal compounds, phenols, hexahydrotriazine
and nitrite. Excellent cleaning action. Storage temperature of 5 to
+40°C. NOTE: So-Clean System at 1- 2% is added to the used
operating fluid about eight to twelve hours before draining. The
complete cleaning effect is only achieved if the operating fluid
circulates through all working parts of the system. Neither pH value
nor foaming of the operating fluid change significantly when 
So-Clean System is added. Soil in machines, tubes and reservoirs of
the system are loosened and re-emulsified. 
For heavily soiled
systems,
increasing the
dwell time to 
24 hours is
recommended.
Thick sediment
deposits are
best removed
mechanically
and rinsed off
with clean water.
Supplied in 20ltr 
stacking poly
container.

Size Order Code Price/1
ACN-732 TB

500ml -1500K 299.00

Size Order Code Price/1
SOL-732 TB

500ml -0120K 687.00

Trike-Free 
Contact Cleaner 
SC2-500C
An effective solvent based
cleaner. The product is
formulated to remove oil, grease
and carbon dust from electrical
switch gear and electronic
components. It is safe on most
common plastic parts, but will
attack lacquer finishes and
coatings. If in doubt
about
suitability, trial
the product on
a scrap
sample first
before general
application.
The product is
propelled from
the aerosol by
CO2 carbon
dioxide gas
(non-
flammable).
Electrical
Switch Cleaner
fluid is
flammable.
Always ensure
power is
switched off
before applying
this product to
electrical
equipment.

Size Order Code Price/1
SSF-732 TB

500ml -3120K 325.00

Trike-free 
Contact Cleaner
CCA500C
Suitable for cleaning and
degreasing delicate components
such as those used in electrical
equipment. It can be used on
most surfaces and will not affect
PCBs, delicate
plastics or
painted
surfaces. 
Non-corrosive.
It contains
only solvents
which are
permitted
under the
Montreal
Protocol.

Size Order Code Price/1
SOL-740 TB

20ltr -4800B 6695.00

Low Odour Solvent
SC2-500B
Very fast drying. Designed for the
engineering and electrical
industries. As with all solvents
test for compatibility before
general application. 
The low odour
level is ideal
for items
where product
odour 
would be
inappropriate.
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Anti-Rust 
Protection Spray
SP1-500B Green
A soft thin film moisture/
corrosion protective coating. 
The coating has a slight green
colouring which clearly indicates 
treated areas. Ideal for longer 
term moisture/corrosion 
protection of
machined 
components/
moulding dies 
and tools.
Removed easily 
with Solent
Industrial
Cleaner.

Sticky Label Remover 
LR1-250B
Designed to quickly and
effectively remove old and difficult
to remove self adhesive labels
from a wide variety of surfaces.
Formulated with extra strength for
the industrial user, the product
will quickly penetrate the label
surface and soften the adhesive
layer. This product will rapidly
remove labels from, metal, tile,
ceramic, powder coated and
glass surfaces. This product will
also remove chewing gum,
marker pen ink, and ball point
pen ink.
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Size Order Code Price/1
SSF-732 TB

500ml -3180K 297.00

Size Order Code Price/1
SSF-732 TB

500ml -3900K 504.00

Size Order Code Price/1
SOL-732 TB

500ml -0180K 415.00

Size Order Code Price/1
SOL-732 TB

500ml -0900K 633.00

Size Order Code Price/1
SOL-732 TB

500ml -0600K 770.00

Size Order Code Price/1
SOL-732 TB

500ml -0620K 889.00

Size Order Code Price/1
SOL-732 TB

250ml -9630K 350.00

Size Order Code Price/1
SOL-727 TB

1ltr -3240D 567.00

Antistatic Foam
Cleaner
FCA500
This cleaner is recommended for
the everyday cleaning of
electronic and electrical
equipment. It removes stubborn
stains, nicotine, grease and
general grime build-up from
plastic, formica, leatherette,
ceramics, glass,
paintwork or any
other non-
porous hard
surface. Ideal
for use in
offices,
canteens,
banks, schools,
kitchens,
washrooms and
many other
problem areas.
It has been
formulated from
surfactants and
solvents which
are safe to use
on most
surfaces.

Cold Galvanising Spray 
CGA500
Fast drying corrosion protection.
Matches colour of newly
galvanised metal. Ideal for
protecting welding joints in
galvanised structures. Can be
used as a top coat or primer.
Compatible with most paint
finishes. Contains no CFCs or
lead. Fitted with
directional spray
button designed
to assist
application in
outdoor
locations with
minimum over-
spray.

Foaming Spray
SC5-500B
Cuts through grease, dirt, oil and
general soiling, contains no
silicones. Ideal for non-porous
surfaces. 1000+1 uses in the
home, industry, 
garage or factory.

Cold Galvanising 
Spray 
SZ1-500B
Fast drying corrosion protection.
Matches colour of newly
galvanised metal. Ideal for
protecting welding joints in
galvanised structures. Can be
used as a top coat or primer.
Compatible with most paint
finishes. Contains no CFCs or
lead. Fitted with
directional spray
button designed
to assist
application in
outdoor locations
with minimum
over-spray.

Manufactured
and tested to: 
ASTM B117 

(Hot Salt Spray)
BS AU

148:PT14 1969
(Natural

Weathering) 
DIN EN ISO
12944-1
(Corrosion
Protection 
of Steel

Structures)

Heavy Duty Anti-Rust 
Protection Spray
SP2-500B
High performance corrosion
inhibitor, sprayed directly onto
the surface to be protected. Light
brown in colour to identify treated
surfaces. The film has self-
healing properties and is easily
removed with
solvent
cleaners.
Coating resists
moisture, acid
and alkali
fumes. The film
does not
contain silicone
or halogens.
Corrosion
protection
periods vary
with
environmental
conditions.
Typical interior
protection in
the UK in
excess of two
years. Product
can be re-
applied should
conditions
require it.

Biodegradable
Degreaser 
For cleaning and degreasing
equipment and parts. Safe for
use all around the house even on
delicate surfaces. Powerful 
degreaser removes difficult soils 
such as dust-laden oils, fuels
and lubricants. For vitually all
hard surfaces and ferrous
metals. Non toxic, non reactive
and non carcinogenic. Derived
from renewable resources. 
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